Abstract. Let / be a quasi-monotone mapping from a compact, connected manifold Mm (m > 3) onto a space Y; then there is an open mapping g from M onto Y such that, for each>> £ Y, g~l(y) is not a point and g~ '(>>) and f~'(y) are equivalently embedded in M (in particular, g~l(y) and f~l(y) have the same shape). Applying the result with/equal to the identity mapping on M yields a continuous decomposition of M into cellular sets each of which is not a point. The main result of this paper is stated in § 1 ; in addition, in § 1 we show that the main result is a consequence of an apparently weaker result. The proof of this latter result forms the bulk of this paper and is the content of § §5 and 6; §5 contains a technical device and §6 contains the actual proof. In §2, some
are equivalently embedded in M (in particular, g~\y) and f~l(y) have the same shape). Even for the case / = idw (i.e., the identity mapping of M), this result yields the nontrivial fact that there is a continuous decomposition of M into cellular sets each of which is not a point. Continuous decompositions of the plane into nondegenerate cellular sets were constructed by and Sosinskii [So] . In [A-l] , R. D. Anderson announced that the plane can be filled up with a continuous collection of pseudoarcs; however, he never published a proof. The results of this paper were inspired by Theorem II announced by Anderson in [A-l] (Theorem II appears in this paper as Corollary (1.1)).
The techniques used in this paper are reminiscent of those used by , [A-3] , [A-4] , by D. , , and by Walsh , .
The main result of this paper is stated in § 1 ; in addition, in § 1 we show that the main result is a consequence of an apparently weaker result. The proof of this latter result forms the bulk of this paper and is the content of § §5 and 6; §5 contains a technical device and §6 contains the actual proof. In §2, some fundamental properties of brick partitions are stated; also a filtration obtained from a brick partition is described. § §3 and 4 contain the proof of a very modest version of the main result. These two sections are included strictly for pedagogic reasons; specifically, it is useful to have Proposition (4.2) for comparison when discussing the difficulties faced in proving Proposition (6.1).
Terminology. All spaces considered are assumed to be metric and all spaces of functions are to be given the uniform topology; in particular, for mappings (= continuous functions) between compact spaces the topology is given by the supremum metric. All metrics will be denoted d ( , ) . Mm will denote a compact, connected topological manifold of dimension m possibly with boundary (denoted 3M). A set is nondegenerate if it is not a point. Int( ), cl( ), and diam( ) will refer to the topological interior, the closure, and the diameter of a set, respectively. (At times, we will also denote the closure of a set K by K.) If A is a collection of sets, then A * is the union of members of A and ii(A), the mesh of A, is the supremum of the diameters of the members of A. We will abusively use n {Ay\y E T} to denote nyer-<V An ordered collection (Ax, . . . , An) is a chain provided A¡ = Aj only if i = j and A¡ n A¡_, =£0 for i = 2, . . . , n (this is not the standard use of the term chain since we are permitting A¡ n Aj ¥=0 even if \i -j\ > I). By an isotopy of X we mean a path {h,}ie[abX or {h,},e[ab) of selfhomeomorphisms of X where [a, b] and [a, b) are subintervals of [0, oo). The statement let ß = ßx u ß2 U ■ ■ • U ß" be an arc will mean that ß is an arc (we use ß to denote both the mapping and its image) and the ß/s are subarcs with /?, n ßi+x a single point for z" = 1, . . . , n -1 and with the /?,'s covering ß; ß(0) and yß,(0) (resp., ß(l) and ß"(l)) denote the endpoint of ß contained in /?, (resp., ß").
Let/be a mapping from X onto Y; a closed subset K G Y with int(.zY) =0 is called /-admissible provided int(/~'(./Y)) =0. We say that/is admissible if each closed subset K G Y with int(K) =0 is/-admissible (observe that open mappings are admissible).
The support of an isotopy {h,}telab] is denoted supp({/z,}) and is equal to cl({x| for some t E [a, b] , h,(x) ^ x}).
Let A and B be closed subsets of a manifold At""; then A and B are equivalently embedded provided there is an isotopy {/i,},<=[o,«>) °f M satisfying: (i) for each neighborhood V of A there is a neighborhood U of B and a t0
with A G h,(U) G F for all t > t0; (ii) for each neighborhood U of B there is a neighborhood Voi A and a /0 with B G h~'(V) G U for all t > t0.
Let /I be a collection of sets and let B be a set; define st°(fi, A) = {a E A\a G B}, stl(B, A) = {a E A\a n B =£0}, and, inductively for i > 2, st'(B,A) = stx(st'~l(B,A)*,A);
at times we will use st(B, A) in place of st\B, A).
1.
Main Theorem. Let Mm be a compact, connected manifold with m > 3, let f be a quasi-open (equiv., quasi-monotone) mapping of M onto a space Y, and let e > 0. 77zezz there is an isotopy {h,}lfE[0aoy of M satisfying: (i) h0 = identity; (ii) hm/->a>/ ° h, = g exists and g is open; (iii) for each t E [0, oo), </(/,/ ° ht) < e; (iv)for each y E Y, each component of g~x(y) is nondegenerate and g~l(y) and f~x(y) are equivalently embedded in M.
Remark. It will be clear from the proof of the Main Theorem that if A is a closed subset of M with dim(,4) < m -2 (we are referring to the covering dimension of A), then we can assume that, for t E [0, oo), ht\dMuA equals the identity and, hence, thatf\muA = g\aMuA.
The following corollary was announced by R. D. Anderson [A-l] but a proof was never published.
(1.1) Corollary.
Iff is a monotone mapping from Mm (m > 3) onto Y, then there is a montone open mapping g from M onto Y.
Remark. The author proved a version of (1.1) in Corollary (3.7. 2)] with the additional assumption that Y be a polyhedron; however, the monotone open mapping obtained in is not obtained by an isotopy of M and definitely does not satisfy condition (iv) in the Main Theorem.
We can quickly reduce the Main Theorem to the case where / is monotone as follows. Let / = / ° m be the monotone-light factorization of /; the Main Theorem applied to the monotone mapping m yields an isotopy of M which also "works" for/.
The remainder of this section deals with showing that the fact that lim,^aof « h, = g implies that/_1(_y) and g~x(y) are equivalently embedded.
The proof of the following lemma is left to the reader.
(1.2) Lemma. Let X and Y be compact metric spaces, let y E Y, and let V be a neighborhood of y. Then there is an e > 0 such that, for any pair of mappings f, g from X onto Y with d(f, g)< e, g" x(y) G f~ '( V).
The following proposition is probably known and is certainly in the spirit contained in [K-L].
(1.3) Proposition.
Let {h,}lfEl0ao) and lim,_t00f ° h, = g be as in the Main Theorem. Let y E Y, let [W¡}f=x be a sequence of open neighborhoods of f~x(y) with W¡G W¡_xand withf-\y) -D ,°1, W¡, and let e > 0. Then there is an integer k and a number s > 0 (both depending on e and y) such that Wk G Ne(f~ x(y)) and, for each t > s, g-x(y)Ghrx(Wk)GNt(g-x(y)).
Proof. Let U G g(Ne(g~x(y))) be an open neighborhood of y with g~ X(U) £ NAg~\y))-Applying (1.2) with V -U, there is /' > 0 such that, for / > /', (/ ° h,)~x(y) G g'\U). Choose k such that Wk G Nt(f-\y)),f(rVk) G U, and (f°h,)-x(f(rVk)) G g~x(U) for / > t'. Let U' Qf(Wk) be an open neighborhood of y with f~x(U') G Wk. Applying (1.2) with V = U', there is s > t' such that, for / > s, g~x(y) G(f° h,)~x(U'). Observe that if t > s, then g-'Cv) ç (f°h,yx(U') = h,-x{f-x(u')) g Kx(wk)
hence, the proof is complete.
Remark. Since limt^xf ° h, = g, it follows that lim^^g ° h~x = f;
applying Proposition (1.3) to the latter yields the conclusion in (1.3) with the roles of /and g interchanged and with h~x in place of h,. Armed with Proposition (1.3) and this remark it follows easily that/-x(y) and g" '( v) are equivalently embedded in M. The purpose of introducing the concept of "equivalently embedded" is to give emphasis to the strong relationship between the point inverses of g and those of /; this paper contains no further development of the concept.
2. Throughout this section Y will denote a compact, connected, locally connected metric space. A brick partition % for y is a finite collection of pairwise disjoint open connected (nonempty) subsets of Y satisfying: (i) § * is dense in Y and g = int( g) for each g G S ; (ii) if U is an open subset of Y and g, g' G § with g n g' n U =£0, then there is a point y E g n g' n U
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use with v G int(g u g'). (We have omitted mention of a metric related condition which the elements of 6 must also satisfy; we will not need this condition; see [Bi, p. 304] .) By a closed brick partition, we will means a collection consisting of the closures of the elements of a brick partition.
In [Bi] , Bing proves that Y has a sequence { §¡}f=x of brick partitions with §¡ refining @¡_x and with lim^^/tiS,) = 0. We will need the following slightly stronger form of this result. Let / be a mapping from a compact metric space X onto Y (we must assume that Y is not a point); a brick partition § is f-admissible provided {g -g\g E §}* is /-admissible. We assert that for each such mapping / there is a sequence {@¡}fLx of brick partitions for Y as above satisfying the additional requirement that each §¡ is /-admissible. The proof of this assertion can be extracted from [Bi] by recalling that the collection W -( W¿ u • • • U W'") constructed in the proof of Theorem 5 on p. 308 of [Bi] , is uncountable; this fact makes it possible to choose the brick partitions in Theorems 5-8 in [Bi] to be/-admissible. Given a closed brick partition § of Y, we can obtain a filtration of Y as follows. Let § = { g" . . . , gq}; let
thengs n (gU| n • • • n g"J * g", n • • • n &J. (4.2.1) n(Jx) < e/3 and, for n > 2, J" refines J"_x andn(J") < e"/2" where £" = min{¿2, ...,£"_" min{d(j"_x,(J"_x -stU,.,,/"_,)))*!;,,_, G /"_,}}.
(4.2.2) For n > 2, ifj" G J" andj"_x E J"_, withj" Gj"_x, then H-X(int(j")) G H-_\ (intU,-.)) C NX/2.{H~X (int(jn))).
Proof. Let [ §¡}°°=x be a sequence of /-admissible closed brick partitions of Y with §¡ refining §¡_x and with lim,-^^/!( §,■) = 0. Choose z, such that zz(â,) < e/3; let /, = @f and Hx = /. We will now present the construction of the n = 2 stage; the method for going from the zzth stage to the (zz + l)st stage is essentially the same construction.
Choose z2 > z", such that u(S,2) < £2/22 and let J2 = S,y Let T = {(j2,jx) EJ2X Jx\j2 Gjx}. For each y = OWi) S T, let ßy G Hx'x(int(ji)) be an arc with ßy(0) E Hx~x(int(J2)) and with H{-X(int(jx)) G Nx/2i(ßy); and let Uy G Hx~ x(int(jx) ) be an open neighborhood of ßy. We can assume that the Uy's are pairwise disjoint. Let {kf}ie[0XX be an isotopy of M with zcq = identity, with supp({k2}l<E[0l]) G {Uy\y E T}*, and with ßy G (Hx ° kx)~x(int(J2)) for each y = (JiJi) e r-(4.3) Remark. We need to be sure that each of the ßy's is chosen so that any neighborhood of ßy(0) can be "pulled over" the entire arc ßy. There is no difficulty in making such choices; henceforth, we will implicitly assume that all arcs used are so chosen.
The zz = 2 stage is completed by letting H2 = Hx° k\. The inductive step is done similarly by choosing z'" > /"_, such that ¡i( §¡ ) < |"/2" and letting J" = §¡n and T = {(J",j"-i) £J"x J"-i\Jn QJn-\}> and using Hn_x in place of Hx and Nx/2"(ßy) in place of Nx/2i(ßy).
Proof of Theorem (4.1). (4.4) Define the isotopy (/z,},e[0,a>) as follows. Let h, = identity for t E [0, 1] and, for each integer n > 1, if t E [n, n + 1], then let h, = k\ ° k\ ° ■ • • ° k\" ° zc/L+"'-Observe that H" = / ° h". We will now verify that lim"^xHn exists; we leave to the reader to verify that tii^-ocí/ ° h,) exists.
. . ,/«}}. Let FB = {cl(H"-x(int(kn)))\K £ *"} and let T"(cl(Hn x(int(kn)))) = k". It is easily verified that the sequence of triples Tn: Fn^> K" satisfies the hypothesis of Proposition (3.1); it is useful to have the observation that, since J" is //""-admissible
Let g be the mapping defined in (3.1); we now check that lim"_^a0Hn = g.
Let S > 0 and let n0 be such that n(K") < S for zz > n0. Let x E M and let {/"}~=i be a nested sequence with /" G Fn and x E n^Li/". For each n, H"(x) E T"(fn) and, since g(x) = rC=.m), gW e r"(/"). Therefore, if zz > zz0, then </(g(jc), //"(x)) < 5. We now show that g is admissible. Let L be a closed subset of Y with int(L) =0. Let x E g~x(L) and let 77 > 0; we will now produce x' E Nv(x) with g(x') G L. Let zz0 be such that 2n>" 1/2" < tj. Let j"o E J"o with Nx/2"0(x) n Hn~x(int(j"Ji) i=0 and let zz, > zz0 be such that there is ajn¡ G Jn¡ with jn¡ Gj"a and st(/n|,7ni)* n L =0.
Let j"0,j"o+x,. . . ,/", be a nested sequence with jL^+j G J"o+¡ for z = 1, . . . , zz, -zz0. Let x"o ENx/2ro(x) n //"^' (int^^) and, inductively for i = n0 + 1, . . ., «,, recalling condition (4.2.2), let x¡ E Nx/2,(x¡_x) n ^"'(intíj,)).
Observe that d(x, x") < 27l"ol/2' < tj and it is easy to verify that g(x") G st(jn¡, Jn)*\ let x' = xn|. To be sure that each g~x(y) is nondegenerate, we must change the construction in the proof of Proposition (4.2) as follows. For each/, G /" let B1 and B2 be disjoint nonempty, open subsets of H{~x(int(jx)). A more careful choice of the ßy's will insure that for each zz > 1, if j" G Jn and j" Gjx G /,, then H~ x(int(j")) n Bf 1=0, i = 1, 2. We leave to the reader to verify that this modification guarantees that each g~x(y) is nondegenerate. (5.1.1) Ifk", k'" E K" andk" n k'" ¥=0, then
(5.1.2) There is a > 0 such that iffn,f'n E Fn andf" n /"' ¥=0, then LQK/Afn)- Let X and Y be compact metric spaces and let {•/"}"_! and {P"}™=1 be two sequences of finite collection of compact sets satisfying: J* = Y and P* = X; lim u(/") = 0.
(5.2.1)
2) The members of J" (resp., Pn) have pairwise disjoint nonempty interiors; and, for eachj" E J",j" = cl(int(/")).
(5.2.3) There is a one-to-one and onto function Rn: ./" -» P" such that:
(i) if px,... ,p* S P" and pl" n • • • n p* ¥=0, then R-X(px) n • • ■ n R-x(P<)*0; (») 'fJnJ'n G Jn andjn n j'" ¥=0, then Rn(j") n Rn(j'n) *&■ (5.2.4) For n > 2, if j" E J" and/"_, G /"_, with j" n int(/n_,) =¿=0, then
for somej'n E st(/", /")} ¥=0.
(5.2.6) r/zere is c > 0 such that ifj",j'" E Jn andjn n j'n ¥=0, then Rn(jn) Q K/ARnU'n))- Proof. It is easy to show that conditions (3.1.1), (3.1.3), and (5.1.1) hold and conditions (5.1.2) and (5.1.3) are direct consequences of (5.2.6) and (5.2.7).
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Condition (3.1.2). (a) Let/, G F" and/"_, G F"_x with/, Gf"_x. Suppose that Tn(f") 2 T"_x(f"_x); then there is/n G Tn(fn) with/, g Tn_x(fn_x) and Jn-x 2 7;-i(/"-i) with/, n int(/"_,) ¥=0. Property (5.2.4) implies that/, n int(/?n_,(/I_,))^0; since int(R"_x(jn_x)) l~i.£,-.i =0, we have the contradiction that/, g /"_,. Hence we must have T"(f") G Tn_x(f"_x).
Condition (3.1.2). (b) Let x E X and let/* G Jn with x E R"(JH)-Let Aí_, = {/"_, G J"_x\ there is a /" G st(j"x,Jn) with /?"_,(/"-1) n Rn(j") ¥=0}. Property (5.2.5) implies that there is kx_x E Kn_x with (D¿_x)* G &*_,. If x E Rn-X(Jn-\)> then property (5.2.4) implies that/"_, G D*_x; hence, /"*-, £ K_x and x E T-_\(kï_x). Letting /*_, = T-_\(kn*_x), we will now show that a sequence {/*} chosen as above is nested. Since Tn(f*) c st(/f, /")*, it suffices to show that Rn(fn) Q /*_, for each/, G st(jnx, J"). To this end, notice that if /" Gst(/f,/") and R"(j") n R"-,(/"_,) =^0, then /"_, G /);_,; therefore, Rn(j") G fnx_x.
Condition (3.1.2). (c) Let>> G Y and letjy G /" with.y Ejyn. Let ££_, = U-i G '»-il there is a /, G stGtf, •/") with Ä"_,(/n-i) n *"(/") *0); let _, G/(""_, with (Ey_x)* G ky_x (property (5.2.5) guarantees that ky_x exists). We leave to the reader to use (5.2.5) to verify that a sequence {ky} chosen as above is nested and that T"' x(ky) G Tn~_\(ky_,).
6. Proposition (6.1) below together with Propositions (5.1) and (5.2) will be used to prove the Main Theorem in much the same manner that Propositions (4.2) and (3.1) were used to prove Theorem (4.1).
(6.1) Proposition. Let Mm be a compact, connected manifold with m > 3, let f be a monotone mapping of M onto Y, and let e > 0. For each positive integer n, there is a monotone mapping Hn from M onto Y and a H"-admissible closed brick partition Jn of Y satisfying: (6.1.1) ¡i(Jx) < e/3 and, for n > 2, J" refines Jn_x and ¡i(J") < £"/2" where i = min{£2, . . . , £"_" min{d(j"-i, (Y -tt(jn-v /"-,)*))!/"-1 G Jn-i}}-(6.1.2) For n > 2, if j" E Jn and /"_, G /"_, with j" n/"_, ¥=0, then
(6.1.4) // j",j'n E Jn with jn n j'" ¥=0, then H~ x(int(j")) G Nx/r(H-x(int(j'M (6.1.5) For n > 2, if j" E J" and /"_, G /"_, with /" n/n_, ¥-0, then H--\(mt(jn_x))Nx/T(H-'(into,))).
Discussion. Although the proof of Proposition (6.1) is long, the mapping Hn is obtained from Hn_x by a finite sequence of alterations with each individual alteration consisting of "pulling" a small neighborhood of one endpoint of an arc in M over the entire arc and "alongside" several other arcs. The proof of Proposition (6.1) splits into three basic parts; first, in (6.2)-(6.4), we construct the partition J" and develop a "bookkeeping system" (which is unfortunately very complicated) which contains a detailed description of each individual description of each individual alteration; second, in (6.5) we give a global description of the alterations used to obtain Hn from H"_x (it is difficult to prove that H" satisfies condition (6.1.4)" using the global description); in (6.6), we obtain Hn from Hn_x by a sequence of alterations each of which is part of an alteration described in (6.5) and, simultaneously, we prove that Hn satisfies condition (6.1.4)".
The remainder of the discussion is devoted to: first, a comparison of Propositions (6.1) and (4.2) and a description of the central difficulty encountered in proving (6.1); second, a comparison of the approach used to prove Proposition (6.1) with those used in
third, an outline of the proof of Proposition (6.1) for a special case and suggestions which should be helpful in reading the proof of Proposition (6.1).
A comparison of Propositions (4.2) and (6.1). Conditions (6.1.1) and (4.2.1) are exactly the same; part of condition (4.2.2) is retained in condition (6.1.5). In Proposition (4.2), if/, ç/"_" then H-\mi(jn)) G ^(intO,-,)) and condition (6.1.2) necessarily held; although it is necessary to state condition (6.1.2) explicitly, the construction is such that it is easily seen to hold. Conditions (6.1.3) and (6.1.4) represent the essential differences between Propositions (6.1) and (4.2). Condition (6.1.3) is needed to insure that the Hn's converge to a function (the information needed is that if H~x(Jn) n Hn-\Un-i) ¥=0, then/, is "close to"/"_,). Condition (6.1.4) guarantees that the Hn's converge to an open mapping.
The major difficulty in the proof of Proposition (6.1) is to achieve condition (6.1.4) subject to the constraint imposed by condition (6.1.3). Condition (6.1.4) is extremely "delicate" since each time Hn~X\(fn) is altered it is necessary to alter H~_xx(Jn) f°r each/¿ G st(/", Jn); this makes it necessary to alter H~ '(/;) for each /"" G st(j'n, Jn) where j'" G st(jn, /")....
The "bookkeeping system" established in (6.3) lists each alteration which is to be made; the complexity of the system results from the interdependence of various alterations.
A comparison of Proposition (6.1) and Proposition (3.1) z'zz [Wa-1]. Those readers not familiar with [Wa-1] may skip this paragraph; z'zz this paragraph only (3.1.-) will refer to conditions in Proposition (3.1) in [Wa-1]. The role of K"'s and Rn's in Proposition (3.1) is played by the Hn's (i.e., we define Kn and R" by letting Kn = {cl(H~\vnt(jn)))\h G J"} and letting /^(//"-■(intO,)))) = /"). The first part of condition (3.1.3) is automatically satisfied and the second part is essentially condition (6.1.2). Conditions (3.1.2) and (3.1.4) are replaced by condition (6.1.3); condition (3.1.6) is replaced by condition (6.1.5); and, condition (3.1.5) is replaced by condition (6.1.4). Notice that there is not a condition in Proposition (6.1) which plays the role of condition (3.1.7); the latter condition and the rule in (3.3) are used to achieve condition (3.1.5). There is a definite temptation to use a variation of (3.1.7) and (3.3) in the proof of Proposition (6.1) in order to achieve condition (6.1.4); and such an approach can be used to get condition (6.1.4) partially satisfied. This author's experience with several such approaches convinced him that if a method can be used to achieve condition (6.1.4) exactly, then the method can be used from the outset; i.e., without partially achieving condition (6.1.4) by the preliminary use of a variation of (3.1.7) and (3.3). (In fact, there is a precise sense in which the method used in proving Proposition (3.1) is a "nonisotopic" method.) Nevertheless, those familiar with [Wa-1], [Wa-2] and [Wi-1] can benefit by contemplating an approach to the proof of Proposition (6.1) based on the technique used therein.
An outline of the proof of Proposition (6.1). Suppose that Jn_x and
Hn_x have been constructed; since the information in (6.1.1)"_1-(6.1.5)"_1 is not needed in order to construct Hn and /", it is not necessary to know the method which was used to construct Jn_x and Hn_x. 
. , /(<£).
For the remainder of the discussion, we are going to assume that y is a 2 dimensional manifold (for convenience, without boundary) with the bricks in the partitions being 2-cells which intersect in arcs. In particular, 7(6B) = 3, Mx is a collection of points, M2 is a collection of 1-cells, and M3 is a collection of 2-cells. (The only special property of 2-manifolds we want to use is that I(&) = 3; the case with I(&) = 3 is sufficiently complex in order to illustrate the approach which is used to achieve condition (6.1.4).) Recall that Jn will be the union of collections /"', J2, and J3; Jx consists of bricks which intersect Mx, J2 consists of bricks which intersect M2 -(•/"')*, and J3 consists of bricks which intersect M3 -(Jx u J2)*; see Figure 1 . In Figure 1 , notice that the bricks in J2 (resp., J3) are smaller than those in /"' (resp., J2); in fact, the actual difference in size is greater than the difference which is illustrated. The collections Jx, J2, and J3 are constructed inductively as follows.
Step 1. The collection Jx is chosen as is indicated in Figure 1 with Mx G int((Jx)*); note that each element of Jx meets Mx; in addition, the diameter of the elements of Jx should be "small". For each pair/, G /"' and /"_, G /"_, with/, n/"_! ¥=0, a m-ball Q G H~_\(int(jn)) is chosen with diameter less than l/2"+2 and an arc tj G H~_\(int(jn U /"_ J) is chosen with one endpoint in Q and with H"~-\(int(jn_x)) contained in the l/2"+1 neigh-borhood of tj. One alteration of Hn_ x is to "pull" a small neighborhood of the endpoint of tj in Q over the entire arc tj. Each such arc is divided into subarcs whose diameters are less than l/2"+2. Let Ex be the maximum number of subarcs needed for any such arc and let &x = Ex + I. Throughout the construction the arcs (resp., m-balls) chosen should be pairwise disjoint; and the only intersections of arcs and m-balls are those specified. Step 2. The collection J2 is chosen as is indicated in Figure 1 with M2 G int((Jx u J2)*), with each element of J2 meeting M2, and such that if /" G Jx and (jx, . . . ,/f1) is a chain of elements from J2 with/, n/,1 ¥=0, then/,1 u • • • U/f1 is "close to"/". For each pair/, G J2 andjn_xEJn_x with/, n/,_! ¥=0, an m-ball Q and an arc tj are chosen as in Step 1; for each such Q and tj an alteration as described in Step 1 will be done. For each j" G /"', each m-ball Q G H~__xx(int(jn)) previously chosen, and each chain (jx, . . . ,/f1) of elements from J2 with/, n/¡ ¥=0 do the following: choose arcs a,, . . . , aS| and m-balls Qx,. . . , Q&] (the m-balls should have diameters less than l/2"+2 with Q¡ G H~_xx(int(j!,)) for i -1, . . . , S,, with a, G H"~~_\(int(Jn u /j)) and one endpoint of otx in Qx and the other in Q, and with a, G H'J^intijñ u/"'"')) and one endpoint of a, in Q¡ and the other in Qi-i, i = 2, . . . , S,. The a,'s and Q¡'s are used to alter Hn_x as is indicated in Figure 2 ; for z = 2, .
S"tf, i, ](int(/¡)) is "pulled alongside" one fewer ')) is "pulled alongside". The choice of & subarc of tj than //"J^intC/,!" such that H~Jx(int(j^')) is not "pulled alongside" any of tj.
'i is >C'(/"3) ""-'Oí) n;'<ii) «r'dn) Figure 2 License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Divide each arc chosen above (both the tj's and the as) into subarcs whose diameters are less than l/2"+2. Let E2 be the maximum number of subarcs needed for any such arc and let £2 = 1 + S, + S, • E2.
Step 3. The collection J3 is chosen as is indicated in Figure 1 with the property that if j" E Jx u J2 and (/J, . . . ,/f2) is a chain of elements from J3 with/, n/J ¥=0, then/,1 u • • • U/f2 is "close to"/,. For each pair/, G J3 and/,_, E Jn_x with/" \~\jH-X ¥=0, an m-ball Q and an arc tj are chosen as in Step 1; for each such Q and tj, an alteration as described in Step 1 will be done. For each jn G /"' u J2, each m-ball Q G H~_xx(int(j")) previously chosen, each chain (/"', . . . ,/f2) of elements from J3 with/, n/"' ¥=0, arcs a,, . . . , aÊ2 and m-balls Qx, . . . , Q&2 are chosen as in Step 2. (Since this is the last step in the construction of Jn = Jx U J2 U J3, it is not necessary to subdivide the arcs chosen above.) Let/, G /"' u J2, let Q G H~_\(int(jn)) be a m-ball previously chosen, and let (/J, . . . ,/f2) be a chain of elements from J3 with/, n/J ¥=0. There are two "types" of Q's. First, Q was paired with an arc tj; in this case, an alteration as described in Step 2 will be done. Second, Q was paired with an arc â, which was chosen in Step 2 for/¡ G Jx and (jl, . . . ,/f1) a chain of elements from J2 with/, n /¡ ¥=0; in this case, H"_, will be altered as is indicated in Figure 3 . Notice that the choice of $2 is such that H"Z.xx(int(j^2)) is not "pulled alongside" any of â,.
The reader is encouraged to "sketch" a proof that condition (6.1.4)" will hold if the alterations indicated above are done (the above outline omits a few technical but important details). The approach to use is to show that if Jn nj'n¥=0 and/"_, EJn_x, then Figure 3 An important observation is that the alteration done with respect to the tj's guarantees that (6.1.5)" holds for pairs jn andyn_, with/, n/"_, ¥= 0; in particular, the above containment holds if/, n j"-\ ¥= 0.
Finally, the reader is urged to first read the following proof assuming that y is a 2-manifold; once one understands the proof for this case it is an easy matter to understand the general case.
Proof of Proposition (6.1). Let {S,}°1, be a sequence of/-admissible closed brick partitions of Y with S, refining §¡_x and with lim,.,,^ ¡i( §¡) = 0. Let c, be such that n(Sc¡) < e/3; let Jx = §c¡ and let Hx = /. Let us assume that the metric on M is such that (6.1.4)1 holds; this completes the zz = 1 stage.
In (6.2)-(6.7), we give in detail the construction of the zz = 2 stage; in (6.8) we indicate that the inductive step, going from the zzth stage to the (zz + l)st stage, can be done by modifying the construction of the zz = 2 stage. In (6.3)i (the subscript s will be explained later) we carefully construct several collections of arcs and in (6.5) and (6.6) we modify Hx by "pulling" various sets over these arcs in order to obtain H2 (recall the proof of Proposition (4.2)). Lety2' = \ji\x E 9H,}*; J\ will be a subset of J2.
Let T, = {(/2, u)\ for some x E 911,, j2 E J2 and u appears in x; i.e., Ji n j" ¥=0}. In addition, we assume that the Tjy u 0/s are pairwise disjoint. Let £, = max{oy|y G T,} and let S, = Ex + 1; for each/2 G J2, let 9h = {Qy\y E T, and Qy G Hx~x (int(/2)); i.e., y = (/2, «)}. (6.5) The mapping H2 will be obtained from Hx by a finite number of alterations; we will now give a detailed description of one of these alterations.
Let/" G y, and let/2 G st(/,u, J2); let u0 be such that/2 G J2°. Note that y = O2» u) G r"o. For / = 1, . . . , t let v, be an integer and let (j\', . . . ,/2') be a chain such that:
(6.5.1) 1 < v0 < vx < ■ ■ ■ <v, < I(&); (Jh ■ ■ ■ J21) G ß/2'; and, for / = 2,...,t, (/>',..., j¡) E !£_,.
In particular, (j2,j\\ . . . ,j2\ . ■ ■ ,/2', . ■ • ,j$) is a chain.
For I = I, . . . , t and i = l" . . . , rt, let <o/ = (/2', . . . ,/f); from the data in (6.5.1) we obtain the following. /V(Tjy) and N(aUJ>) will denote "small" neighborhoods of the arcs ijy and aUJ), respectively. Since all the arcs involved are pairwise disjoint, we can assume that all such neighborhoods are pairwise disjoint; in addition, if y = (j2, «); then JVty) ç Hx-\int(j2 U/,")) and if u -(jl ■ ■ ■ Ji) G % then N(aUJ>) G Hf »(uitC/2 U /2')) when r = 1 and 7Y(a",) ç tff'íintÜÍ""' U /2)) when r > 1. Furthermore, at various points during the altering of Hx and the verifying that J2 and //2 satisfy (6.1.1)2-(6.1.5)2 we will further restrict the size of these neighborhoods.
Before describing the alteration, it is convenient to simplify the notation describing the data in (6.5.2). Let Essentially, H2 is obtained from //, by making the above alteration for all possible choices of data satisfying (6.5.1) and (6.5.2); however, there is the minor problem that different sets of data may well "overlap". More precisely, two sets of data (ß0, . . . , ßD) and (ß¿, . . ., ß'D) are said to overlap provided that there are q and q' with ßq = /?¿; in this case, it follows that ßq+x = ßq + x, ßq+2 = ßf+2,.. ., ßD = ß'D-(This last Statement can be verified using the following two facts. First, if ßq = ßq,, then either q = q' = 0 and ßq = ß'q, = T)Yor ß, = ««**A, ß< -a¡r* and, therefore, w¡k = w,» and pk = p'k,. Second, w* (resp., w*) and the conditions in (6.5.2) that px = Qy (resp., p\ = ßy) and, for I = 2, . . . , t, Pi = ß^;>,_, (resP-1 = 2, ...,t', p¡ = ß^-.^,) completely determine /Vt> • ■ • ' 0O (resp., /?¿+" . .., ß'D))
The alterations described above have two important features. First each set "pulled alongside" various arcs meets only that arc which it is "pulled over". Second, the sets "pulled alongside" various arcs are "pulled straight alongside" the arcs; i.e., the sets are zzoz permitted to "wiggle back and forth" along the arcs. (The second feature and the facts that the diam(ßÄ)'s are less than 5/4 and that the diam(A,)'s are less than 5/4 imply that each successive set "pulled" alongside the A,'s is within 5/2 of the previous one. At least this will be the case if the N(ßi)'s are chosen small enough; we assume that they have been so chosen.)
One way of obtaining H2 is to make the indicated alteration for all possible choices of data in (6.5.1) and (6.5.2). The reader should observe that conditions (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 can be verified by studying the role of the Tjy's. Condition (6.1.3)2 is relatively easy to verify but it is convenient to delay doing so until later. We are left with condition (6.1.4)2; certainly, achieving (6.1.4)2 is the central difficulty faced throughout the construction. At this point, we suggest that the reader compare condition (6.1.4)2 and the alterations outlined in this section in order to get a "sense" that (6.1.4)2 holds.
Thus far we have attempted to give a global description H2; in the next section, we will obtain H2 from Hx in a more "controlled" manner thereby facilitating the verification of condition (6.1.4)2. The method of the next section will also illuminate the role of the filtration 91L,, . . ., 91c/(a).
(6.6) We are now going to alter Hx inductively for s = 1, . . . , /(éE). Recall that the A/(tjy)'s and the N(au.p)'s are small neighborhoods of the tjy's and aUi p's, respectively. 5 = 1: For each y = (j2, u) E Tx, alter Hx by using an isotopy of M with support contained in ßy u N(r\y) to "pull" a small neighborhood of ijy (0) contained in ßy over the entire arc Tjy. Let Hxx denote the mapping so obtained. It is easily verified that Hxx satisfies (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 for/2 G J2. We now check that Hx, satisfies (6.1.4)2 for pairs/2,/2 G J2 with/2 n j'2 ¥=0. Let x = (ux, . . . ,uk) E 91L, with/2,/2 G J2; then we have that Hx:xx(int(j2)) G Hx-X(int(j?> ü • • • U /{*)) C N^iftf fjttí(jQ)).
(The latter containment follows from (6.1.5)2 and the fact that /, is inadmissible.) s = 2: For each y = (/2, w) G T2, alter Hxx by using an isotopy of M with support contained in ßy u N(r\y) to "pull" a small neighborhood of Tjy(0) contained in ßy over the entire arc Tjy. Let H'X2 denote the mapping so obtained. It is easily verified that H'X2 satisfies (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 for j2 E J2 u J2; however, H'X2 does not satisfy (6.1.4)2 for all pairs j2,j'2 G J2 U J2 with/2 n j'2 ¥=0 (H'x2 does satisfy (6.1.4)2 for such pairsj2,j'2 E J2).
Let co = (j\, . . . ,/2) G ß2 for some j2 E J\ and let p E 9j ; necessarily, p = Qy for some y = (j2, u) E Tx. Obtain a set of data as in (6.5.1) by letting d0 = 1, t>, = 2 (/ = 1), and (j\', . . . ,j2') = co. Extract the data of (6.5.2) from the above data and alter H'X2 as outlined in (6.5); observe that part of the alteration was done while altering Hx to get Hxx. The mapping HX2 is obtained by making the above alteration for all triples/2 G J\, co G ñ?, and p E 6fJ2 (if the present data/2, u>,p overlaps with previous data/2, co',/>, then part or all of the alteration based on/2, u,p will have been done; in that case, complete the remainder of the alteration).
Certainly, HX2 satisfies (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 for/2 G J2 u •/? and there is no difficulty in doing the above altering of H'x2 so that Hx2 satisfies (6.1.4)2 for j2,j2 G J\. That (6.1.4)2 holds for pairs/2,/2 G J\ u J\ can be checked as follows.
Case l./2 G J2 and/2 G J2 with/2 n j'2 ¥=0.
Let y E 9IL, with j'2 E Jy2 and let x E 91^ with j2 E J^. Let x = (zz,, . . . , uk) and v = («',, . . ., u'k); it follows from (6.3.1)2 that x > y and, therefore, that (zz,, . . . ,uk} G {zz',, . . . , zz¿.}. We first show that
Since a chain in any fi?» has length at most &x, it follows from (6.3.3)2 that if /2 appears in a chain co G ß2.-and y = (j2, u") E Tx, then iz" G {«',, . . ., u'k,}.
The containment Hx~2x(int(j2)) G Hi~\int(jf U • • • U/î4)) follows by observing the effect of the various alterations on Hx~ x(int(j2)). We now show that Hxx (int(/2)) G Ns(Hx-;2x(mt(j2))).
Since Hx~2x(int(j'2y) Q Hx~ '(intO',"'1 U ■ ■ • U /,"*)), it is enough to show that Ufa (int(/2)) n Hf ' (int(/<)) G Ns/2 (H^ (int(/2))) for i = 1,.. ., k'.
The latter containment is true for u[ E {«,,..., uk} since for such u'¡ we have that //-.-'(intO'ft) Ç Nt/¿Hfal(wt¡U$¡). If tz/ G {w" . . . , zz*}, then/2 £/,<; therefore, //^'(int^)) n i/,~ '(int(/,^)) is determined by the fact that Hx was altered by pulling Hx~ '(int(/2)) over Tjy for y = (j'2, u'¡). Let co = (y'2) G ßj2 and let/z = ßy (y = (j'2, u'¡)); H'x2 was modified with respect to the data/2, co, and p and this modification guarantees that Hx~2(int(j'2)) n H{~ x(int(j"')) G NS/2(Hx~2(\nt(J2))). (At least the last statement is true if the neighborhood N (tjy) is "small enough".) Case 2./2,/2 G J2 with/2 n j'2 ¥=0.
Since the roles of/2 and/2 are interchangeable, it suffices to show that Hx~2(int(j2)) G Ns(Hx~2(int(j'2))). First, observe that (6.3.1)2 implies that there is a unique y = (zz,, . . . ,uk) E 91^ with /2,/2 G J{. For i = 1, . . ., k, we have that ",;2'(int(/2)) n //r'(int(/D) G Hx~x(int(j?)) G Ns/2 (H^ (int(/2))).
We must show that if u g {«"..., uk} and Hx~2x(fnt(f¿) n #f '(int(/,u)) ¥=0, then the intersection is contained in ArÄ/2(//,^21(int(j2))). This intersection is determined by choices of data/2 G J2, co = (j\, . . . ,/2) G ß2», and p E 9j,, with j2 E st(jxu, J2X) and jr2 = j2. (Recall from the definition of ß2j that r < S,.) If r = Sx, then the alteration based on the data/2, co, and p does zzoz result in //^'(inuj^)) meeting Hx~ x(int(j")); this is true in view of the definition of S, and in view of the feature in the alteration which has Hx~2(int(j2)) being "pulled less and less far" into Hx~x(int(jxu)) as z" gets larger.
If 'r < g, and/2 G {/j, . . . ,j¡~1}, then the data/2', coO'2', . . . JÍJ'J G ß2~, and p G 9j¡ will result in H^^inttj'f)) being "pulled" to within 5/2 of that part of Hx~2(int(j2)) n Hx~ '(int(/,u)) resulting from the alteration done with respect to the data/2, co, and p. If r < S, and/2 =/2 for some 1 < / < r -1, then that part of Hx~2(int(j2)) "pulîed" into Hx~x(int(jx)) (by the alteration based on the data/2, co, and/?) was "pulled inside" that part of H^Çvnuj'ff) "pulled" into Hx~x(int(j")) (by the alteration based on the data j2, Uh ■ ■ • >/2) G ß2», andp). Combining the above two statements, we have that Hûi (int(/2)) n //r1 (int(/D) G Ns/2 (H{;21 (int(/2))).
The inductive step, altering HXs to get Hx^+X: For each y E Ts+X, alter Hx¿ with respect to Tjy exactly as Hx, was altered to get H'x2; let H'x¿+1 denote the mapping so obtained. Part of the inductive hypothesis (we have not explicitly displayed the inductive hypothesis) is that Hu satisfies (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 for/2 G J2 u • • • U J2-It is easily verified that //,'_,+, satisfies (6.1.2)2 and (6.1.5)2 for/2 G J2 u • • • U J2 + x; however, H'u+i does not satisfy (6.1.4)2 for all pairs/2,/2 G j\ U • • • U Ji+X with/2 n j'2 ¥=0. (Part of the inductive resulting from the alteration is contained in NS/2(HX~S\ ^inttj'^)).
The set //^^(intfjj)) n Hx~x(int(jx)) is determined by alterations made with respect to sets of data consisting of integers 1 < v0 < vx < ■ ■ • < v, = s + 1, y = (j2, u") G r"o, and chains (/2'> • • • >Ji) for I = I, ■ ■ ■, t satisfying (6.5.1) such that j2 appears in U2'' ■ ■ ■ Ji) and one or both of the following hold: (i) various of the/2''s are subsets of/"; (ii) zz" = zz.
Let q be such that 1 < un < u, < • • • <v" < e <u.+ 1 < • • • <v,. Exploiting the fact that u £ {u'" . . . , zz*.} we will now show that/2 n j2" ¥=0 If vq ¥* e, then the part of Hx~x(int(J2)) being "pulled into" H{~'(inuj,")) based on the data y = (j2, u") E TVo and {(j\', . . . ,/2')}/_i , will be "pulled alongside" that part of //^'(inuj^) which was "pulled into" H{~ '(int(/")) by the previous alteration (done when altering Hx _, to get Hhv) based on the data y = {JÎ, "") G T"o and {(/2\ . . . JZ')\l = 1, • . . , q) U iUd). for / = 1, . . ., t satisfying (6.5.1) such that j'2 appears in (/2'> • • • >/2)> say j'2 = /I', and one or both of the following hold: (i) various of the /2''s are subsets of/,"; (ii) u" = u. That part of Ht~\.i(iat(/í)) n Hx~x(int(j")) resulting from an alteration based on such a set of data will be contained in A/2(^û+i(int(/2))) since //^'(intOx)) will be "pulled inside" by the alteration based on the data consisting of integers 1 < t>0 <i>, < • • • <v, = e <s + l, y = (J2, u") G rco, and chains {ai'.
• -*J$\l -1, *., t -»fu {Oí'. • • • .72*0} U {(J2)}-° Consideration of Case Le is now completed.
Checking Case 2.j2,j'2 G J2 + x with/2 n j'2 ¥=0. Since the roles of/2 and/2 are interchangeable, it suffices to show that HXj\x(\nt(j2)) G NS(HX~^ ,(int(/2))). First, observe that (6.3.1),+ , imphes that there is a unique v = («,,...,«*) G 911,+ , with /2,/2 G J{. For z = 1,..., k, we have that .;A.(int(/2)) D //,-'(int(/r)) G //,-'(int(/r)) Ç 7V5/2 (H¿+1 (int(/2))).
For zz G {zz"...,m*} with U^+^iatUd) n #,~'(intC/ï)) *0. we must show that the intersection is contained in ArS/2(//i^1+i(int02)))-This intersection is determined by alterations made with respect to sets of data consisting of integers 1 < t>0 < t>, < • • • < v, = s + 1, y = (j2, u") E TVo, and chains (j2', . .. ,/2') for / = 2,..., t satisfying (6.5.1) such that/2 =/2' and one or both of the following hold: (i) various of the/2''s are subsets of/"; (ii) zz" = u. (Recall that rt < S,.) If r, = S,, then the alteration based on the above data will not result in Hx~x+ ^intt/^) meeting Hx~'(int(j")); the reader
